Introduction {#Sec1}
============

In this paper we are interested in questions of stability for constant scalar curvature Kähler (cscK) manifolds with *transcendental*[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} cohomology class. To this end, let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha := [\omega ] \in H^{1,1}(X,\mathbb {R})$$\end{document}$ the corresponding Kähler class. When $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_1(L)$$\end{document}$ of some ample line bundle *L* over *X*, such questions are closely related to the Yau--Tian--Donaldson (YTD) conjecture \[[@CR27], [@CR49], [@CR54]\]: *A polarised algebraic manifold* (*X*, *L*) *is K-polystable if and only if the polarisation class* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_1(L)$$\end{document}$ *admits a Kähler metric of constant scalar curvature.* This conjecture was recently confirmed in the *Fano case*, i.e. when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$L = -K_X$$\end{document}$, cf. \[[@CR16]--[@CR18], [@CR52]\]. In this important special case, a cscK metric is nothing but a Kähler--Einstein metric. For general polarised cscK manifolds, the "if" direction of the YTD conjecture was initially proven by Mabuchi in \[[@CR37]\], see also \[[@CR5]\]. Prior to that, several partial results had been obtained by Donaldson \[[@CR28]\] and Stoppa \[[@CR46]\], both assuming that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For transcendental classes very little is currently known about the validity of a correspondence between *existence of cscK metrics* and *stability* in the spirit of the YTD conjecture. Moreover, from a differential geometric point of view, there is no special reason to restrict attention to Kähler manifolds with associated integral (or rational) cohomology classes, which are then automatically of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathbb {Q}$$\end{document}$)-line bundle *L* over *X*. In order to extend the study of stability questions to a transcendental setting, recall that there is an intersection theoretic description of the Donaldson--Futaki invariant, cf. \[[@CR39], [@CR53]\]. As first pointed out by Berman \[[@CR4]\], a straightforward generalised notion of K-stability in terms of cohomology can thus be defined and a version of the YTD conjecture can be made sense of in this setting. The setup is explained in detail in Sect. [3](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}. Our main goal is to establish the following result:

Theorem A {#FPar1}
---------
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha := [\omega ] \in H^{1,1}(X,\mathbb {R})$$\end{document}$ be the corresponding Kähler class.(i)If the Mabuchi (*K-energy*) functional is bounded from below in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(X,\alpha )$$\end{document}$ is *K-semistable* (in the generalised sense of Definition [3.8](#FPar28){ref-type="sec"}).(ii)If the Mabuchi functional is coercive, then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(X,\alpha )$$\end{document}$ is uniformly K-stable the generalised sense of Definition [5.4](#FPar68){ref-type="sec"}).

For precise definitions we refer to the core of the paper. As an immediate consequence of \[[@CR6], Theorem 1.1\] and the above Theorem [A](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} (i) we obtain the following corollary, which is a main motivation for our work (see also Remark [1.2](#FPar3){ref-type="sec"}).

Corollary 1.1 {#FPar2}
-------------
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha \in H^{1,1}(X,\mathbb {R})$$\end{document}$ admits a constant scalar curvature representative, then $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(X,\alpha )$$\end{document}$ is K-semistable.

The corresponding statement in the case of a polarised manifold was first obtained by Donaldson in \[[@CR28]\], as an immediate consequence of the lower bound for the Calabi functional. See also \[[@CR43], [@CR47]\] for related work on *slope semistability*. The approach taken in this paper should however be compared to, e.g. \[[@CR42]\] and \[[@CR4], [@CR5], [@CR12], [@CR13]\], where K-semistability is derived using so called "Kempf--Ness type" formulas. By analogy to the above papers, our proof relies on establishing such formulas valid also for transcendental classes (see Theorems [B](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} and [C](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}), in particular relating the asymptotic slope of the K-energy along weak geodesic rays to a natural generalisation of the Donaldson--Futaki invariant. This provides a link between K-semistability (resp. uniform K-stability) and boundedness (resp. coercivity) of the Mabuchi functional, key to establishing the stability results of Theorem [A](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}.

An underlying theme of the paper is the comparison to the extensively studied case of a polarised manifold, which becomes a "special case" in our setting. Notably, it is then known (see, e.g. \[[@CR4], [@CR5], [@CR12], [@CR13]\]) how to establish the sought Kempf--Ness type formulas using *Deligne pairings*; a method employed by Phong--Ross--Sturm in \[[@CR42]\] (for further background on the Deligne pairing construction, cf. \[[@CR30]\]). Unfortunately, such an approach breaks down in the case of a general Kähler class. In this paper, we circumvent this problem by a pluripotential approach, making use of a certain multivariate variant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\langle \varphi _0, \dots , \varphi _n \rangle _{(\theta _0, \dots \theta _n)}$$\end{document}$ of the Monge--Ampère energy functional, which turns out to play a role analogous to that of the Deligne pairing in arguments of the type \[[@CR42]\]. The Deligne pairing approach should also be compared to \[[@CR26], [@CR50]\] using Bott--Chern forms (see, e.g. [2.4](#FPar14){ref-type="sec"} and \[[@CR44], Example 5.6\]).

Remark 1.2 {#FPar3}
----------

(*Yau--Tian--Donaldson conjecture*) Combining Theorem [A](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} (ii) with \[[@CR22], Theorem 2.10\] and a very recent result by Berman et al. \[[@CR8], Theorem 1.2\] we in fact further see that cscK manifolds $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(X,\alpha )$$\end{document}$ with discrete automorphism group are uniformly K-stable. The above thus confirms one direction of the Yau--Tian--Donaldson conjecture, here referring to its natural generalisation to the case of arbitrary compact Kähler manifolds with discrete automorphism group, see Sect. [5.2](#Sec26){ref-type="sec"}.

Generalised K-Semistability {#Sec2}
---------------------------

We briefly explain the framework we have in mind. As a starting point, there are natural generalisations of certain key concepts to the transcendental setting, a central notion being that of *test configurations*. First recall that a test configuration for a polarised manifold (*X*, *L*), in the sense of Donaldson, cf. \[[@CR27]\], is given in terms of a $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$X \times \mathbb {C}^* \hookrightarrow \mathcal {X}$$\end{document}$. Note that test configurations in the sense of Donaldson are now known (at least in the case of Fano manifolds, see \[[@CR36]\]) to be equivalent to test configurations in the sense of Tian \[[@CR49]\].

As remarked in \[[@CR4]\], a straightforward generalisation to the transcendental setting can be given by replacing the line bundles with (1, 1)-cohomology classes. In the polarised setting we would thus consider $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {L}$$\end{document}$ and *L* with their respective first Chern classes. The *details* of how to formulate a good definition of such a generalised test configuration have, however, not yet been completely clarified. The definition given in this paper is motivated by a careful comparison to the usual polarised case, where we ensure that a number of basic but convenient tools still hold, cf. Sect. [3](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}. In particular, our notion of K-semistability coincides precisely with the usual one whenever we restrict to the case of an integral class, cf. Proposition [3.14](#FPar37){ref-type="sec"}. We will refer to such generalised test configurations as *cohomological*.

### Definition 1.3 {#FPar4}

(*Cohomological test configuration*) A cohomological test configuration for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_1: X \times \mathbb {P}^1 \rightarrow X$$\end{document}$ denotes the first projection.

### Remark 1.4 {#FPar5}

Note that the definition is given directly over $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In practice, it will be enough to consider the situation when the total space $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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A straightforward generalisation of the Donaldson--Futaki invariant can be defined based on the intersection theoretic characterisation of \[[@CR39], [@CR53]\]. Indeed, we define the *Donaldson--Futaki invariant* associated with a cohomological test configuration $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Transcendental Kempf--Ness Type Formulas {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------

As previously stated, a central part of this paper consists in establishing a Kempf--Ness type formula connecting the *Donaldson--Futaki invariant* (in the sense of ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""})) with the *asymptotic slope of the K-energy* along certain weak geodesic rays. In fact, we first prove the following result, which is concerned with asymptotics of a certain multivariate analogue of the Monge--Ampère energy, cf. Sect. [2.2](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"} for its definition. It turns out to be very useful for establishing a similar formula for the K-energy (cf. Remark [1.5](#FPar7){ref-type="sec"}), but may also be of independent interest.

In what follows, we will work on the level of potentials and refer the reader to Sect. [4](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"} for precise definitions.

### Theorem B {#FPar6}
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                \begin{document}$$t \rightarrow +\infty $$\end{document}$. See Sect. [4.1](#FPar43){ref-type="sec"} for the definition of the above intersection number.

### Remark 1.5 {#FPar7}

In the setting of Hermitian line bundles, the above multivariate energy functional naturally appears as the difference (or quotient) of metrics on Deligne pairings. Moreover, note that the above theorem applies to, e.g. Aubin's $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We further remark that such a formula ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) cannot be expected to hold unless the test configurations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As a further important consequence of the above Theorem [B](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} we deduce that if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Using ideas from \[[@CR13]\] adapted to the present setting, we may further improve on formula ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) and compute the precise asymptotic slope of the K-energy. In this context, it is natural to consider the *non-Archimedean Mabuchi functional*$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Theorem C {#FPar8}
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### Remark 1.6 {#FPar9}
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For polarised manifolds (*X*, *L*) and *smooth* subgeodesic rays $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\varphi _t)_{t \geqslant 0}$$\end{document}$, this precise result was proven in \[[@CR13]\] using Deligne pairings, as pioneered by Phong--Ross--Sturm in \[[@CR42]\] (cf. also Paul--Tian \[[@CR40], [@CR41]\]). A formula in the same spirit has also been obtained for the so- called *Ding functional* when *X* is a Fano variety, see \[[@CR5]\]. However, it appears as though no version of this result was previously known in the case of non-polarised manifolds.

Structure of the Paper {#Sec4}
----------------------

In Sect. [2](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} we fix our notation for energy functionals and subgeodesic rays. In particular, we introduce the multivariate energy functionals $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\langle \cdot , \dots , \cdot \rangle _{(\theta _0, \dots , \theta _n)}$$\end{document}$, which play a central role in this paper. In Sect. [3](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"} we introduce our generalised notion of *cohomological test configurations* and K-semistability. In the case of a polarised manifold (*X*, *L*), we compare this notion to the usual algebraic one. We also discuss classes of cohomological test configurations for which it suffices to test K-semistability, and establish a number of basic properties. In Sect. [4](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"} we discuss transcendental Kempf--Ness-type formulas and prove Theorem [B](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"}. This involves introducing natural *compatibility conditions* between a ray $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(\mathcal {X}, \mathcal {A})$$\end{document}$. In Sect. [5](#Sec24){ref-type="sec"} we finally apply Theorem [B](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} to yield a weak version of Theorem [C](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}, from which we in turn deduce our main result, Theorem [A](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}. By an immediate adaptation of techniques from \[[@CR13]\] we then compute the precise asymptotic slope of the Mabuchi functional, thus establishing the full Theorem [C](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}.

Preliminaries {#Sec5}
=============

Notation and Basic Definitions {#Sec6}
------------------------------

Let *X* be a compact complex manifold of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Energy Functionals and a Deligne Functional Formalism {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------------------

We now introduce the notation for energy functionals that we will use. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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More generally, it is possible to define a natural *multivariate* version of the Monge--Ampère energy, of which all of the above functionals are special cases. The construction builds on that of the *Deligne pairing*, which is a powerful and general technique from algebraic geometry that we here apply to our specific setting in Kähler geometry. We refer the interested reader to \[[@CR30], [@CR38], [@CR55]\] for a general treatment of Deligne pairings, as well as to \[[@CR5], [@CR13], [@CR42]\] for more recent applications related to K-stability. Now let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 2.1 {#FPar10}
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### Remark 2.2 {#FPar11}

The multivariate energy functional $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Using integration by parts one can check that this functional is indeed symmetric.

### Proposition 2.3 {#FPar12}
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### Proof {#FPar13}
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### Example 2.4 {#FPar14}

As previously remarked, note that the above functionals can be written using the Deligne functional formalism. Indeed, if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Subgeodesic Rays {#Sec8}
----------------
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### Definition 2.6 {#FPar16}
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The existence of geodesics with bounded Laplacian was proven by Chen \[[@CR15]\] with complements by Blocki \[[@CR9]\], see also, e.g. \[[@CR20], [@CR21]\]. We will refer to such a geodesic as being $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 2.7 {#FPar17}
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Second-Order Variation of Deligne Functionals {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------------

We have the following identity for the second-order variations of the multivariate energy functional $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proposition 2.8 {#FPar18}
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### Proof {#FPar19}

The result follows from a computation relying on integration by parts and is an immediate adaptation of, for instance, \[[@CR7], Proposition 6.2\]. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As a particular case of the above, we obtain the familiar formulas for the second-order variation of *E* and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The K-Energy and the Chen--Tian Formula {#Sec10}
---------------------------------------
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Following Chen \[[@CR14]\] (using the formula ([5](#Equ5){ref-type=""})) we will often work with the extension $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For later use, we also state the following definition.

### Definition 2.9 {#FPar20}

The Mabuchi K-energy functional is said to be *coercive* if there are constants $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We further recall that the Mabuchi functional is convex along weak geodesic rays, as was recently established by \[[@CR6]\], see also \[[@CR19]\]. As a consequence of this convexity, the Mabuchi functional is bounded from below (in the given Kähler class) whenever $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Cohomological Test Configurations and K-Semistability {#Sec11}
=====================================================

In this section we introduce a natural generalised notion of test configurations and K-semistability of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Test Configurations for *X* {#Sec12}
---------------------------
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### Definition 3.2 {#FPar22}
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### Remark 3.3 {#FPar23}

When *X* is projective (hence algebraic), the GAGA principle shows that the usual (i.e. algebraic, and normal) test configurations of *X* correspond precisely to the test configurations (in our sense of Definition [3.2](#FPar22){ref-type="sec"}) with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Cohomological Test Configurations for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We now introduce a natural generalisation of the usual notion of *algebraic test configuration*$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Definition 3.4 {#FPar24}
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### Definition 3.5 {#FPar25}
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Exploiting the discussion following Definition [3.2](#FPar22){ref-type="sec"} we *in practice* restrict attention to the situation when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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It is further natural to ask how the above notion of cohomological test configurations compares to the algebraic test configurations introduced by Donaldson in \[[@CR27]\]. On the one hand, we have the following example:

### Example 3.6 {#FPar26}
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On the other hand, there is no converse such correspondence. For instance, even if (*X*, *L*) is a polarised manifold there are more cohomological test configurations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Donaldson--Futaki Invariant and K-Semistability {#Sec14}
---------------------------------------------------

The following generalisation of the Donaldson--Futaki invariant is straightforward, at least when the test configuration is smooth (in general one can use resolution of singularities to make sense of the intersection number below).

### Definition 3.7 {#FPar27}
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                \begin{document}$$K_{\mathcal {X}/\mathbb {P}^1} := K_{\mathcal {X}} - \pi ^*K_{\mathbb {P}^1}$$\end{document}$ denotes the relative canonical divisor. The point is that by results of Wang \[[@CR53]\] and Odaka \[[@CR39]\] $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\mathcal {Y}$$\end{document}$ normal (see the proof of Proposition [3.14](#FPar37){ref-type="sec"}). Hence the above quantity is a generalisation of the classical Donaldson--Futaki invariant.

The analogue of K-semistability in the context of cohomological test configurations is defined as follows.

### Definition 3.8 {#FPar28}
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### Remark 3.9 {#FPar29}

With the study of K-semistability in mind, we emphasise that the Donaldson--Futaki invariant $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$c_1(\mathcal {L})$$\end{document}$. The notion of cohomological test configuration emphasises this fact.

In order to further motivate the above definitions, we now introduce a number of related concepts and basic properties that will be useful in the sequel.

Test Configurations Characterised by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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-----------------------------------------------------------------------
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### Proposition 3.10 {#FPar30}
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### Proof {#FPar31}
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### Lemma 3.11 {#FPar32}
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                \begin{document}$$H^{1,1}(\mathcal {X}) = \mu ^*p_1^*H^{1,1}(X) \; \oplus \; \bigoplus _i \mathbb {R} [E_i]$$\end{document}$.

### Proof of Lemma 3.11 {#FPar33}
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### Proof {#FPar35}
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### Remark 3.13 {#FPar36}

With respect to testing K-semistability one can in fact restrict the class of test configurations that need to be considered even further, as explained in Sect. [3.6](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"}.

Cohomological K-Semistability for Polarised Manifolds {#Sec16}
-----------------------------------------------------

It is useful to compare cohomological and algebraic K-semistability in the special case of a polarised manifold (*X*, *L*).

### Proposition 3.14 {#FPar37}
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The Non-Archimedean Mabuchi Functional and Base Change {#Sec17}
------------------------------------------------------
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### Definition 3.15 {#FPar39}
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### Lemma 3.16 {#FPar40}
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### Proof {#FPar41}
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Transcendental Kempf--Ness Type Formulas {#Sec18}
========================================
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Definition 4.1 {#FPar43}
--------------
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Remark 4.2 {#FPar44}
----------
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Compatibility of Rays and Test Configurations {#Sec19}
---------------------------------------------
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The main purpose of this section is to establish Theorem [B](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"}, which is a formula relating algebraic (intersection theoretic) quantities to asymptotic slopes of Deligne functionals (e.g. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Lemma 4.4 {#FPar46}
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Asymptotic Slope of Deligne Functionals: Proof of Theorem [B](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec23}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

With the above formalism in place, we are ready to formulate the main result of this section (Theorem [B](#FPar6){ref-type="sec"} of the introduction). It constitutes the main contribution towards establishing Theorem [A](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}, and may be viewed as a transcendental analogue of Lemma 4.3 in \[[@CR13]\]. We here formulate and prove the theorem in the 'smooth but not necessarily Kähler' setting (see Sect. [4.1](#Sec19){ref-type="sec"}, situation (1)). However, one should note that there is also a valid formulation for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 4.11 {#FPar58}
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### Corollary 4.12 {#FPar59}
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### Remark 4.13 {#FPar60}
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To give a second example of an immediate corollary, interesting in its own right, we state the following (compare \[[@CR25]\]):
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### Proof {#FPar62}
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Asymptotics for the K-Energy {#Sec24}
============================
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A Weak Version of Theorem [C](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec25}
-----------------------------------------------------

We first explain how to obtain a weak version of Theorem [C](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}, as a direct consequence of Theorem [4.9](#FPar54){ref-type="sec"}. This version is more direct to establish than the full Theorem [C](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}, and will in fact be sufficient in order to prove K-semistability of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Remark 5.2 {#FPar64}

In view of the strong version (see Theorem [5.6](#FPar71){ref-type="sec"}) we actually know that the limit is well defined and, moreover, we obtain this way the precise asymptotic slope of the Mabuchi functional, see Sect. [5.3](#Sec27){ref-type="sec"}.

### Proof of Theorem 5.1 {#FPar65}
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As explained below, the above 'weak Theorem [C](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"}' actually suffices to yield our main result.

Proof of Theorem [A](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} {#Sec26}
--------------------------------------------

We now explain how the above considerations apply to give a proof of Theorem [A](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} and point out some immediate and important consequences regarding the YTD conjecture. First recall the following definition (see, e.g. \[[@CR51], Sect. 7.2\]):
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We are now ready to prove Theorem [A](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"}.

### Proof of Theorem A {#FPar69}
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As remarked in the introduction it follows from convexity of the Mabuchi functional along weak geodesic rays, cf. \[[@CR6], [@CR19]\], that the Mabuchi functional is bounded from below (in the given class $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Moreover, it is shown in \[[@CR8], Theorem 1.2\] that the Mabuchi functional $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Corollary 5.5 {#FPar70}
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Asymptotic Slope of the K-Energy {#Sec27}
--------------------------------

Building on Sect. [5.1](#Sec25){ref-type="sec"} we now improve on the weak version of Theorem [C](#FPar8){ref-type="sec"} (cf. Theorem [5.1](#FPar63){ref-type="sec"}) by computing the asymptotic slope of the Mabuchi (K-energy) functional (even when the central fibre is not reduced). To this end, recall the definition of the non-Archimedean Mabuchi functional, i.e. the intersection number$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Adapting the techniques of \[[@CR13]\] to the present setting we now obtain the following result, corresponding to Theorem C of the introduction.

### Theorem 5.6 {#FPar71}
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### Remark 5.7 {#FPar72}

In particular, this result holds when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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### Proof of Theorem 5.6 {#FPar73}
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### Lemma 5.8 {#FPar74}
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We refer the reader to \[[@CR13]\] for the proof and here simply apply the result: Recalling that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We use the word 'transcendental' to emphasise that the Kähler class in question is not necessarily of the form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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By a standard abuse of notation we identify a Hermitian metric *h* with its associated (1, 1)-form $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The limit is in fact well defined, as shown in Sect. [5.3](#Sec27){ref-type="sec"}.

Since the first version of this paper was made available, R. Dervan and J. Ross, independently, used similar methods to establish Theorem [A](#FPar1){ref-type="sec"} (see \[[@CR25]\]). They are further able to establish K-stability of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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